
 

 

 

2nd July 2021 

Expat Academy Round-up 

It’s been a busy three weeks with events across the globe from APAC, through EMEA and across to 

our first Huddle in the US. Virtually of course, but still great to see so many of our members and 

listen to the wide variety of challenges they are facing.  

Current Challenges 

• Global Mobility are dealing with a diverse range of conundrums and challenges at the moment 

with assignees that have very individual circumstances. This is making it very hard to implement 

‘one size fits all’ solutions to dealing with the issues and has dramatically increased the workload 

for our members. 

• The US immigration update at the US Network Huddle provided some really useful practical 

guidance to those attending. There was discussion around the current delays in processing 

Green Cards and how more people are applying for Green Cards to reduce the uncertainty as it 

gives them lawful permanent residency in the US and therefore pandemic restrictions do not 

apply to them. In addition, given the current back log it was thought that it would be 2022 

before regular appointments returned to their usual availability. The key takeaway as 

assignments start to move again is to be patient and manage the line manager’s expectations as 

to just how long it could take. At the end of the presentation discussion centred around 

assignees using a third country to process their visa applications more quickly and it was 

highlighted that whilst there had been some success this did come with increased risks and costs 

should visa application appointments be cancelled at the last minute. 

• US based organisations are certainly hoping that July 2021 will see some announcements of the 

relaxations of the current travel bans between the US and the Schengen area, UK and Ireland. 

• Both the APAC Network Huddle and US Network Huddle had sessions from AIRINC on their 

recent survey looking at Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. The sessions really highlighted how 

much the conversation has moved on from just diversity and how Global Mobility can work with 

other functions to support the initiatives and ensure organisations can maximise their 

performance and talent retention by ensuring they have a diverse work force. In turn, a more 

diverse, equitable and inclusive work force brought greater customer understanding and greater 

returns. Whilst it was recognised that it was easier to measure improvements in gender and age 

diversity, as these metrics were easily trackable in HR Systems, there were alternative 

suggestions given to enable conversation so that individual circumstances could be considered, 

more employees felt they had the opportunity for an assignment and didn’t rule themselves out 

before being asked. From these conversations additional metrics could be used to recognise 

whether assignment opportunities were available to a wider talent pool. 

• June marked this year’s Pride Month and one of our Network Sponsors, Mercer, published an 

article looking at four focus areas of inclusion and intersectionality which can be found here. 

• The conversation on remote workers was still prominent across all our recent events but has 

slightly changed angle, from reactive to proactive with an increased number of organisations 

https://www.mercer.com/our-thinking/pride-2021.html


 

 

looking to find some sort of consistency in dealing with this population. Some remote workers 

are still falling under the displaced category and the legacy issues are still being dealt with. 

However, a number of organisations are working on a policy to ensure there is consistency in 

how remote workers are being dealt with, potential costs are being flagged to the business 

before they happen and there is more compliance as governments begin to tighten up once 

again. During the APAC Huddle, Crowe Singapore provided some really useful guidance on the 

variations in activities that may or may not cause a permanent establishment issue in the host 

location. If you would like to receive a copy of the slides, please do contact Suba Krishnan 

suba.krishnan@crowe.sg 

• Even for organisations that have not yet had to deal with shadow payroll, this pandemic has 

brought this topic to the forefront again as some displaced workers have remained in alternative 

locations for long periods. Certino, one of our Training Partners, has put together a useful blog 

to demystify the concept of shadow payroll by providing a high-level understanding of what it is 

and when it’s required which can be found here.  

• As business travel is tentatively beginning to return the impact of Brexit is still coming as a 

surprise to both line managers and employees in some organisations! The UK government have 

published useful advice for British citizens travelling for business to the EU, Switzerland, Norway, 

Iceland or Liechtenstein which can be found here which may be helpful to include in internal 

communications. 

• Temporary adjustments to the process for checking individual rights to work in the UK has not 

been extended but will end on 31st August 2021, the Home Office has announced. From 1st 

September, employers must once again check individuals’ original documents, rather than scans 

or photographs of the originals, or use the Home Office’s online right to work check tool.  

• The Sustainability & ESG in Global Mobility Group held a recent session to explain more about 

ecolegIT’s sustainability program which calculates and compensates for the CO2 emission of a 

move. For a while a number of organisations have spoken about reducing their carbon footprint 

but how can organisations really provide metrics on this and not be accused of ‘Greenwashing’ 

(the process of conveying a false impression or providing misleading information about how a 

company's products are more environmentally sound than they actually are)? ecolegIT not only 

compensates the CO2 emission of individual moves, but structurally changes how these moves 

are performed. They help to significantly increase sustainability of an organisation’s Global 

Mobility program and improve the mobility experience by using the latest relocation and moving 

technology during the moving process. It is certainly exciting to see the opportunity for Global 

Mobility to objectively contribute to their organisations’ ESG targets.  

Club 100 & Symposium Network Huddle 

As always, the purpose of the Expat Academy Network Huddles is to get together, discover what 
others are doing, learn from each other, hear from the experts, contemplate new ideas, find 
solutions, identify better approaches, expand your network, have fun. 

Last week’s combined Network Huddles, involving an excellent number of companies, priorities, 
perspectives and programme sizes gave us all this and highlighted just how rich we are as a 
community. Different for operational and strategic reasons but also united by so many common 

mailto:suba.krishnan@crowe.sg
https://www.certino.com/blog/what-exactly-is-shadow-payroll-and-when-is-it-required
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/travelling-to-the-eu-switzerland-norway-iceland-or-liechtenstein-for-work
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9043947/
https://ecolegit.com/


 

 

issues and a real desire to connect with each other. For an overview of this fantastic session and 
what was covered click here. 

Global Heads Meeting. 

The Global Heads meeting reflected many of the challenges facing organisations as we emerge from 
the pandemic. While it was generally agreed that it is not business as usual yet, many companies are 
seeing an increase in the number of requests for overseas moves. 

Virtual, flexible and remote working is currently a huge challenge due to both the high volume of 
requests and also the complexity of the different types of working arrangements. Some companies 
already have policies in place, but others who have resisted such requests are now under pressure to 
introduce policies and processes. While in principle the fragmentation of GM policy may be positive 
and could move both the business and GM forward, a major worry is how to manage the 
diversification of policy within the existing resources available. 

It was agreed that while working virtually seems a practical solution for some roles and situations, in 
reality, it is not always that simple and it may ultimately turn out to be a temporary trend. There are 
real concerns regarding the ability for the ‘virtual assignee’ to function effectively and to fully 
understand the nature of the work and the cultural context of the role. There are also potential cost 
recharging and corporate tax implications to consider. In the longer term it may be that companies 
will question the need to always move to undertake a role and some roles may become virtual, but 
these are likely to be limited. 

Remote working is still causing headaches for many and creating a challenging workload. While 
some companies already have policies in place with varying time limits on the number of days 
allowed to work remotely, others are still considering how best to manage requests to work 
elsewhere. Policies vary from those that are highly risk averse in their approach and therefore 
resistant to such requests, to those that set out to be supportive. However, all have encountered 
challenges including tax and immigration compliance issues, conflicts with local employment law, 
data privacy and security and diversity concerns. Technology is being introduced by some to track 
not only remote working requests, but also business travel and posted workers. For some 
companies, requests are managed on a case-by-case basis while others have a more blanket 
approach, but with so many compliance variables this can be problematic. Some companies are 
considering outsourcing the management of remote working requests, but at a cost.  

Overall, there is a belief that the remit of GM is growing. In many respects this is viewed as positive 
and increasingly GM does have ‘a seat at the table,’ However, there is a need to ensure that the 
function isn’t simply regarded as the company problem solver, but instead plays a strategic role in 
decision making. 

Future of work 

PwC have recently shared the results of their nationwide ‘Future of the Office’ survey.  

We all know that the COVID-19 pandemic has driven an unparalleled evolution in how people 
engage and collaborate. The ‘work from home’ mandate from the UK government accelerated the 
trend of virtual working, raising questions about traditional operating models and driving 
organisations to adapt.  

PwC’s research, conducted over February and March 2021 and with responses from over 250 C-Suite 
leaders nationwide, has confirmed that greater agility and different ways of working are here to 
stay.  

https://www.expat-academy.com/instead-of-better-glasses-your-network-gives-you-better-eyes-ronald-burt/


 

 

Organisations are looking to repurpose office space to meet new demands, with greater emphasis 
on collaboration and connectivity, alongside increased investment in technology and rethinking of 
real estate portfolios. Taking a hybrid approach that brings together people, place, and technology 
will be fundamental to success. A summary of their findings is shared in their new article. 

Mobility Policy Survey 2021 

Expat Academy and Mercer have launched the 2021 mobility policy benchmarking survey(s). With 
many of our members revisiting their policy frameworks to support the ‘new normal’, this is the 
perfect opportunity to assess your core mobility programmes against fresh market data.  

Three separate global surveys explore trends and developments in policy types and working 
scenarios. Pick one or all three:  

• Long-term assignments 

• Short-term assignments, permanent moves / one-way transfers, commuter assignments 

• Benefit programmes for globally mobile workforce 

Previous survey results have been one of the most downloaded documents from the Vault. We know 
this information is like gold to you as it was downloaded hundreds of times, but we really do need 
your input to help build a comprehensive and in-depth report of company practice. The more 
responses received, the more representative and robust the results will be. You do need to invest a 
little time, so grab a coffee and look forward to reaping the rewards.  

What’s in it for you:  

• Up to date market data on best practice and emerging policies.  

• Executive summary reports and access to discounted custom data cuts.  

• Complimentary and exclusive data cuts by programme size and/or industry. 

• Invitation to a special Huddle to discuss the findings as a peer group. 

Benchmarking 

You are great at asking questions and using the benchmarking library, but we’d love some more 

answers please! 

Please spare a few seconds to help another member save time and worry on the following 

questions: 

- Work from anywhere policy – click here to answer 

- Diversity and Inclusion – click here to answer 

 

Click here to share or ask a question of your own. Thank you! 

Global Mobility programme cost optimisation. 

Santa Fe Relocation are hosting an interactive discussion to explore the direct and indirect areas of 
opportunity for optimising your Global Mobility programme effectiveness to deliver cost savings. on 
Wednesday 7th July at 1pm BST. 

The session will be Hosted by John Rason, Global Head of Consulting at Santa Fe Relocation and 
Selina Jones-May, HR leader, Global mobility, benefits and people projects. 

Expat Academy members can register here. 

https://www.pwc.co.uk/issues/transformation/case-studies-and-insights/the-importance-of-hybrid.html
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qTpX6YZWmC6qvaAXJqjaZQnZUDAkm-mgMbfZGXWqSE2nTwon9D9ET2LH7YRBZChKkKSQHBMqi7Q83DFTAZXVOUpTN28QFXiEUSzE7B6mODRi3LqyPpVqQdeo73oLIn15rq7jrBdz5olxYYy_Gt98MjBdr59XFMQmgWIvdltc2LkGeHT6Eh32BNNYizNsGtH2bRxIPDcQ6BuiIfwT1T7CSrz9ChPPpQI4iYHd3eoKnRA=&c=cGUrQwNBHns7v3iIkleLXx5Sh5QsYlBSm_8V5JlVyiJmRdYhNLXnPQ==&ch=a-nyrRWQNHXRH3h_7hBPGeDIo7zLOv9hA3m1-bfeQknCPU5PIHudCA==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qTpX6YZWmC6qvaAXJqjaZQnZUDAkm-mgMbfZGXWqSE2nTwon9D9ET2LH7YRBZChKBEq-sgouyPLB0h7Eh7_pbxzKlH57py4rn_isavx-lxIhSn-pmTRu6Xv0Rzb8o8NHPVkVTyScmdFA695CAn0J0hjvF0ClkgkrNQmTA86oI8ZeR2EJzBv3pOAr7w-UYOHEiTfXGJqLCR0=&c=cGUrQwNBHns7v3iIkleLXx5Sh5QsYlBSm_8V5JlVyiJmRdYhNLXnPQ==&ch=a-nyrRWQNHXRH3h_7hBPGeDIo7zLOv9hA3m1-bfeQknCPU5PIHudCA==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qTpX6YZWmC6qvaAXJqjaZQnZUDAkm-mgMbfZGXWqSE2nTwon9D9ET2LH7YRBZChKcy8-RA2OnG6YGpLvRx3o0hnv2aGAWSzwA5XbEnQZhkXmA86rgz06a0yzNZHtNTBOJp3vhH1YNT8nXzJNx24BtLMugTMhGyeL2PyV2ffpCn7b0panYR-M8g==&c=cGUrQwNBHns7v3iIkleLXx5Sh5QsYlBSm_8V5JlVyiJmRdYhNLXnPQ==&ch=a-nyrRWQNHXRH3h_7hBPGeDIo7zLOv9hA3m1-bfeQknCPU5PIHudCA==
https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/question/534
https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/question/533
https://members.expat-academy.com/benchmarking/questions
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MyGMPD 

MyGMPD is an exciting, first-of-its kind professional development programme and sister company to 

Expat Academy. It is designed to help Global Mobility professionals continuously improve their 

technical skills and specialist knowledge, and leads to accreditation and recognition as a leading GM 

professional. 

Expat Academy continues to give you brilliant training courses and resources but if you are keen to 

take your learning one step further, then MyGMPD is for you! 

For Expat Academy members, individual GMPD membership costs £475+VAT per annum (discounted 

to £365+VAT for early users) - amazing value, giving you a structured learning path for only £1 per 

day! 

If you have any questions, please contact hello@gmpd.com or fast forward to registration and get 

started today. 

If you are already a GMPD member don’t forget to Log your Learning for the content you are 

reading, or for events you have recently attended, here.  

 

 

Author: Myrianthe Ewington, Head of Client Services - Expat Academy. 

Myrianthe has over 15 years’ experience in the Global Mobility industry, both in house 

and as an outsource provider across a variety of industries from Banking through to Oil 

& Gas. Myrianthe currently uses her extensive Global Mobility knowledge and 

experience to bring together topical, interesting and relevant industry insights and 

content at the training sessions, Bite Size briefings, Huddles, Super Huddles and 

Conference across the globe. 
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https://members.expat-academy.com/learning-hub/browse
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